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Dear Reader, 

When I read these words that once George Bernard Shaw put down, I connect it to our daily work in 
digitalLIFE4CE project. Within our work, we are connecting and integrating innovation in eHealth 
within our partner regions and in transnational cooperation. When we started almost two years ago, 
it seemed like a very ambitious target. Now, six month before the end of our project, we proudly 
can see the fruits of our collaboration. Those are the results of transnational cooperation and best 
practices, that are lived in our consortium to bring the spirit of #cooperationinscentral to live. We 
accomplish our targets and are lucky to learn from our stakeholders about the importance of the 
outputs and integration into their institutions. We are now in the stage of our last working packages 
and therefore we are in the process of capitalising our pilots, integrating our CEDHES Hubs and 
preparing the long term integration in the partner regions. 

Learn here about the recent achievements in digitalLIFE4CE: 

1. Behind the Scenes: Pannon Business Network 
2. Trentino Salute +: an App for the promotion of healthy lifestyles 
3. Top-quality medicine and state-of-the-art technologies in Austrian hospital “Krankenhaus 

Nord” 
4. #cooperationiscentral: digitalLIFE4CE and COOP4HEAHLTHCARE connect 
5. Spotlight on: transfer and capitalisation in Burgenland and Hungary within CARE4.0 
6. COM&CAP meeting in Leipzig 
7. Kick Off workshop for transnational cooperation between Saxony, Rijeka and Ljubljana 

successfully completed 

Enjoy getting familiar with our project. digitalLIFE4CE project partners wish you a great and healthy 
time. To stay updated on our work, please follow us on Twitter.  

Best Regards, 

Rebecca Winter 
Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE 
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